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dhft,A (Assignment Work of each paper carries 30 Marks. All questions carry equal marks. Attempt all
questions.)

Strategic Marketing
1. What do you understand by strategic Marketing. Distgruish between strategic Marketing and
Marketing management.
2. Write the characteristics of consumer goods Market.
3. Write a note on competitor analysis.

Products & Services Marketing
1. What do you mean by service Environment? Focus on the different dimensions of service
Environment.
2. What do you mean By ‘Bank Marketing’? Explain its origin and growth in Indian perspective.
3. Explain the different types of factoring services.

Quality & Productivity Management
1. What is the classical Approaches of Total Quality control.
2. What is ISO System. Explain its limits and fits.
3. What is the element of total Quality Management.

Strategic Management of Information Technology
1. What are the various tasks related to IT governance.
2. Discuss IT Strategies for IT companies and non IT companies.
3. What is strategy audit? What is the need for auditing an IT Strategy.

Corporate Governance
1.

What is the concept of corporate Governance and given its effect on Business Environment.

2.

How the corporate Governance effect Business Ethics.

3.

How the corporate Governance effect Economic development of developing country.

Finance
International Finance
1. What is the meaning of Balance of Payment. How it is effected the International Trade.
2. What is meaning of Globalization write its effect on International Trade.
3. What is the effecting factor's of International Trade.

Financial Engineering
1. Discuss the nature of finance function. How does the organization of finance vary with the size of
business.
2. Does equity capital has any cost? How is this measured.
3. What is ratio analysis? Describe the important ratio for measuring profitability, liquidity an
financial soundness of a business.

Risk Management & Insurance
1.

What are the step's in developing a risk management plan? Why is the order of the steps
important.

2.

"Insurance is a dual application of law of large number's"

3.

Briefly explain the licensing procedure for insurance under the insurance act- 1938
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